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Location: Maputo

Category: other-general

Descrição da empresa

We are recognized as the global benchmark for sustainability, quality and integrity. Our 98,000

employees operate a network of 2,650 offices and laboratories, working together to

enable a better, safer and more interconnected world.

Descrição do emprego

Marine Surveyor is responsible to perform Draft Surveys on vessels and other Marine

Services, following SGS Standard Operation Procedures and International Regulations.

Qualificações

Education

Degree in Maritime Navigation or relative areas

Must be proficient in using various types of computer software (Word, Excel. PowerPoint &

Outlook).

Experience

A minimum of 3 years relevant experience in conducting Marine surveys 

Languages: Proficiency in English (Read, Speak, Write)

Drivers License

Informação adicional

Responsabilities

Liaise with Agents for vessel movements.
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Liaise with Master of the Vessels and always undertake Draft Surveys together with vessel

´s chief officer and chief engineer or their appointed deputies;

Read the Draft mark of the ship ( all recommended 6points) along with ship’s

representative;

Inspect a general plan in order to confirm the number and position of various ballast, fresh

water and bunker on the vessel

Measure the displacement of the water both before and after the loading or unloading

Sampling and Testing the sea water or dock water density at place where vessel floats

Determining of deductible weights by measuring and sounding of ballast tanks , fuel oil,

fresh water that existing onboard at time of survey.

Using Hydrostatic Table provide onboard to Calculation

Work according to defined international guidelines when determining the weight of the

cargo and consider several key factors while making their surveys. These factors include:

(Water density of the sea, river or other waterway ,changes in the ballast quantity between

initial and final draft readings ,changes in the vessel’s consumables ( fuel oil, drinking

water) between initial and final draft readings).

Trim and deformation corrections (we use data from the vessel’s draft tables)

Read vessel documents that set forth cargo loading and securing procedures, capacities, and

stability factors to ascertain cargo capabilities according to design and cargo regulations.

Make exact measurements and determine quantities on vessels

Calculate hold capacities, volume of stored fuel and water, weight of cargo, and ship stability

factors, using standard mathematical formulas and calculator.

Calculate difference between the two displacements and determine the weight of the

cargo

Verify the accuracy of survey data including measurements and calculations conducted at

site surveys



Discuss any deviation with Master of the Vessel and protect Client´s interest with integrity and

unbiased report;

Analyze data obtained from survey

Issue Letters or Protest or Reserve when compliance is not detected or is violated and writes

report of findings/ Draft Survey Report

Submit Reports to clients and clarify any issues that customers might Interpret the

requirements of the Divisional Manager

Assist on other tasks at the office and operations , when there are no DS to attend

To liaise with clients and submit reports where necessary

The active support, compliance and maintenance of the QMS in his/her department.

Ensure that all relevant test equipment is in compliance and ensure that all measurement

equipment is in order and calibrated

Inform Divisional Manager / supervisor of any problems with procedures or equipment.

Produce and check Draft Survey Certificates when necessary.

Other responsibilities as deemed necessary by senior staff

Accuracy of Draft Surveys and Marine Services and client complaints to be addressed to

Senior Operation in charge.

Operational  Integrity

Adopt safe behavior at all times, exercising due regard for the health and safety of SGS

employees, in accordance with SGS policies and procedures.

Comply at all times with SGS's Code of Integrity and Professional Conduct.

Work in accordance with ISO standards and requirements (9001, 14001 and 45001).

Report all hazards, near misses and incidents.

Always wear relevant PPE and comply with health and safety regulations.



Participate in monthly safety talk with team members.

Ensure that all waste produced by SGS is disposed of in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Optimize resources in order to protect the environment

Competencies

Capable of operating without being under close supervision

Superior organizational, communication and interpersonal skills are essential

Must be able to read, understand and follow work instructions in a safe, accurate and timely

manner.

 Proven ability to manage and coordinate multiple projects in a fast-paced, highly

professional environment.

Demonstrate excellent verbal and written communication skills including grammar and

composition. Ability to work well with others & independently

Proven time management skills and a strong attention to detail.

Works well under pressure.

Extended hours and shift work are required.

Travel to other SGS locations or client location may be required from time to time.
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